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Kyoto University
KEIZAI-RONSO (The Economic Review) 
An Academic Periodical Magazine in Japanese Issued) 
Monthly by The Kyoto University Economic Society)
Vol. 92, No. 1 July 1963 
"Wage -push" Factors Caused by the Structural Changes in the Labour 
Market •c•cR. Shimazu 
Depreciation Accounting under the Income Tax Act of 1899 (1) •c•c S. Takatera 
Public Sector and Reciprocal Action between Base and Super-structure •c•c J. Ikegami 
Vol. 92, No. 2 Aug. 1 963 
Shakers•c•c F. Hozumi 
One Trend in the Study of American Business Administration (3) •c•cT. Furihata 
A Reflection on the Method of the Political Economy of Socialism T. Okamoto 
Vol. 92, No. 3 Sept. 1 963 
On the Relation of the Law and the Political Economy•c•c K. Tsuneto 
Theory fo "Soviet Economics" •c•c M. Kihara 
John Locke's Structure of Empirical Philosophy (1) •c•c T. Hirai 
The Adoption of the Gold Standard in Japan (1) •c•c K. Ono 
Vol. 92, No. 4 Oct. 1963 
Some Methodological Comments for the Comparison of Recent 
Actual Course of Japanese Economy with Government's 
Plan to Double National Income •c•c H. Aoyama 
Shakers •c•c F. Hozumi 
The Productive Character of Service Labour •c•c I. Hashimoto 
Vol. 92, No. 5 Nov. 1 963 
The Characteristics and Background of the Controversies on 
Russian Capitalism in the 1890 s •\ Plekhanov and the 
Controversies in the 1890 s (1) •c•cM. Tanaka 
John Locke' s Structure of Empirical Philosophy (2) •c•c T. Hirai 
The Adoption of the Gold Standard in Japan (2) •c•c K. Ono 
Depreciation Accounting under the Income Tax Act of 1899 (2) •c•c S. Takatera 
Vol. 92, No. 6 Dec. 1 963 
Some Problems of Executive Development Program •c•c K. Tasugi 
Genesis of the " Mixed Plants " in the Rhenish-Westphalian Iron 
and Steel Industry •c•c E. Ohno 
John Locke's Structure of Empirical Philosophy (3) •c•c T. Hirai 
Depreciation Accounting under the Income Tax Act of 1899 (3) •c•c S. Takatera
